CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study

Word is very important for students, and have main role in the study of language. As stated by Katamba (1994:2) “words are very rewarding object of study“. An understanding of the nature of words provides us as key that opens the door to understand some important aspect of language in general. The aspect of language is vocal symbol which is arbiter. There is no natural relation between sound and meaning. According to Yule (2006:63) that “morpheme is a minimal unit of meaning or grammatical function”. It means morpheme cannot be divided into smaller unit.

With morphology the students can learn about grammar and structure of English. To understand how the shape changes in a word, the writer may understand the process of changing from the word. The term morphology is Greek and made of morph- meaning ‘shape, form’, and -ology which means ‘the study of something’. Morphology as a sub-discipline of linguistics was named in 1859 by the German linguist August Schleicher who used the term for the study of the form of words. In linguistics derivational is a process of word formation by adding affixes (suffixes), which can be either prefixes and or suffix. Generated new words through derivation will have a different meaning of the word essentially. A derivational suffix is usually applied to words of one syntactic category and changes them into words of another
syntactic category. For example, the English derivational suffix-ly changing adjectives into adverbs (slow → slowly). Derivation is a process resulting in meaning and/or category changes through the addition of derivational affixes. It is commonly applied for forming various new words which are likely to be straightforward. The process is taken as the object of investigation in the study since the writer was curious about the phenomena resulted from it. To get the answer of the phenomena, the writer decides to take the manual procedure guide samsung.

Why the writer chooses the title because the writer thinks derivational suffix is important to explain. By knowing about the meaning of derivational suffix in any text, the students can learn the english text easily. Based on the phenomena above, the writer is interested in conducting a research paper entitled A Morphological Analysis of Derivational Suffix Noun in Manual Procedure Guide Samsung.

B. Limitation of the Study

In this research, the writer only focuses on derivational suffix noun in Manual Procedure Guide Samsung. The researcher only limits on type of derivational suffix noun and meaning of derivational suffix noun because in Procedure Guide Samsung, the research finds many types of derivational suffix. The data analyzed using morphological analysis written by Carstairs and Carthy (2002).
C. Problem Statement

Based on the background of the study and the limitation above, the researcher formulates the problem study as follows:

1. What are the types of derivational suffix noun in *Manual Procedure Guide Samsung*?
2. What are the meanings of the words after being added by derivational suffix noun in *Manual Procedure Guide Samsung*?

D. Objective of the Study

Based on the problem statements mentioned above, the researcher formulates the objective of the study in the following.

2. To describe the meanings words after being added by of derivational suffix noun in *Manual Procedure Guide Samsung*.

E. Benefit of the Study

The researcher hopes that the research of derivational suffix is used in *Manual Procedure Guide Samsung* is beneficial for the researcher herself and the reader in general. The benefits of the study are:

1. Theoretical benefit

The result of the research paper can give contribution in morphological analysis especially the derivational suffix theory.
The result of the research paper can enrich the theories on the compound word especially the type and the meaning of derivational suffix.

2. Practical Benefit

This research result can be used to add the reference for other researcher in studying derivational suffix.

The research will give benefit for the readers in order to improve their knowledge in morphology especially derivational suffix.

Supposed the users (Samsung users) able to understand the instruction clearly.